
Final Manuscript Preparation Guidelines for MJM 

This document provides an overview of how to prepare a manuscript for submission to MJM. For 

more details on types of submissions, documents required for submission, and helpful tips for a 

successful review, please refer to the Instructions to Author you may submit your manuscript at 

http://mds.marshall.edu/mjm/ 

 

Formatting Requirement 

Article Length: Because this journal publishes electronically, page limits are not as 

relevant as they are in the world of print publications. This said, 

authors should exercise some discretion with respect to length, 

understanding that longer manuscripts may take longer to review. 

 Other Submission 

Sections: 

 Abstract following guidelines in Instructions to Author 

 Cover Letter following guidelines in Instructions to Author 

Page Size: Letter, 8.5 x 11 inches 

Margins: 1 inch (all sides), including tables and figures 

File Format: Upload the manuscript as a .doc, .docx, or .rtf file. The manuscript 

should include all tables, figures, and appendices. 

Paragraph 

Requirements: 

  

Apply the following formatting to all paragraphs in the 

manuscript:  

 Justification: Single column, left-justified 

 Indentation: None 

 Text Spacing: Single spaced; one space between 

paragraphs and between headings  

Font Specifications: Use the following font types and styles throughout the manuscript: 

 Manuscript Title: Arial, Bold, 12 pt. 

 Body Text: Times New Roman, 12 pt. 

 Main Heading: Arial, Bold, 12 pt.  

 Subheading #1: Arial, 12 pt.  

 Subheading #2: Times New Roman, Bold, 

12 pt. 

 Tables: Times New Roman, 12 pt. 
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 References/Endnotes: Times New Roman, 10 pt.  

Reference 

Requirements: 

Use Vancouver style for all references. Cite references in text 

using superscripted numbers in order of use; this can be achieved 

using the 'endnotes' function in Word. 

 

Do not use footnotes. 

Table and Figure 

Requirements: 

Submit the manuscript, including tables, figures, and appendices, 

as a single file. All tables and figures should appear in the 

document near where they are referenced in the text. Large tables 

or figures should be on a page by themselves. 

In addition, upload editable design files for all figures as 

“Additional Supplemental Content” in the submission form. 

o Use high-resolution figures, preferably saved in .eps, .ppt, 

.indd., or .ai formats. Please avoid the .vsd format. 

 Other Media 

Requirements: 

Please upload other media files as "Additional Supplemental 

Content": 

 Audio: .aiff, .mp3 (DRM-free), .aac, .wav 

 Video: .mpeg, .qtff 

 Data: .xml, .csv 

 

Additional Requirements & Recommendations 

 Language: Write the article in English following standard rules of English grammar.  

 Foreign Terms: Italicize non-English terms, as well as titles of books, articles, movies, 

etc. 

 Acknowledgements:  Remember to fill out the acknowledgements section in the 

submission in addition to including an acknowledgements section in the manuscript. In 

the manuscript, note names of the institutions that have funded the work, along with the 

grant number. Other individuals who did not author the work but did contribute to the 

development of the manuscript may also be noted here. 

 Do not include a title page, abstract, page numbers, headers, or footers. (A title page with 

the abstract that the author provided in the submission form will be automatically 

generated by the system for the paper.) 

 Double check to ensure that the authors of the submission are blinded. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK7256/


 Copy edit the manuscript before submission, ensure there are no colored mark-ups or 

comments in the final version. 

Mathematical Formatting  

 Italicize Roman letters used in mathematical expressions as variable. Roman letters used 

as part of multi-letter function names should not be italicized. Whenever possible, 

subscripts and superscripts should be a smaller font size than the main text. 

 Type short mathematical expressions inline. Longer expressions should appear as display 

math. Also expressions using many different levels (e.g., such as the fractions) should be 

set as display math. Important definitions or concepts can also be set off as display math. 

 Number equations should be numbered sequentially. Whether equation numbers are on 

the right or left is the choice of the author(s). However, the author is expected to be 

consistent. 

 Avoid symbols and notation in unusual fonts. This will not only enhance the clarity of the 

manuscript, but it will also help ensure that it displays correctly on the reader's screen and 

prints correctly.  

 Pay attention to rendering of the mathematics when proofing the PDF version of the 

document, especially symbols and notation drawn from other than standard fonts 

 Do not use footnotes. Reserve use of endnotes for references. 


